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The Odyssey Foundation’s relationship with KG started in 2005 with the installation of a Solar Accelerator on the roof of our School.  This partnership in conjunction with KG’s move to the IB Middle Years Program marked a shift in our school’s relationship with our Community and Environment. During a VAG school visit to the Bruce Mau Massive Change exhibition students latched on to his moto  * “Now we can do anything, what will we do?”  The banner now sits in our school gym inspiring our students while Odyssey’s support makes many of our ideals reality.



http://youtu.be/ejDBMdkTFdI
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The SA is a conversation starter, directly connected to the curriculum, however, the installation couldn’t have happened without professionals volunteering their time.  *Morgan McDonald, from Taylor Munroe Engineering oversaw the installation, devised curriculum and came in as a guest speaker for our students.  From there, brainstorms continued within the context of curriculum by inviting Green Bricks and another volunteer engineer, Diana Klein. * Though their program, student voice installed 2 way flush toilets in the washrooms, and motion sensor lights in the gymnasium.  Later an e-waste drive resulted in collecting hundreds of old computer towers, monitors and tv from across the neighbourhood.  Best Buy was on hand to help with environmentally sound disposal.*Science World’s Green Games has spearheaded further environmental initiatives including a “Green Team” club where the envirmonmental activitst have expanded our recycling program introducing battery recycling * and onsite composting(start you tube video)Most recently a program – HUMAN POWER in conjuction with YMCA has students refurbishing old bikes – This is our current gateway to getting kids to look at environmental and sustainabiltiy issues

http://youtu.be/ejDBMdkTFdI
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Odyssey’s Career Discovery program has been an eye opener for our students.  Cheryl keeps her finger on the pulse and gives us access to once in a life time opportunities for our students.   *Most memorable includes the behind the scenes look at the re-engineering of BC Place, *Westport Innovations and 4-D (nanotechnology) labs at SFU.  Cheryl is mindful of the frenetic nature of a teacher’s life and I really appreciate all her organization and presenting us with only meaningful experiences.
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The relationship King George Secondary School has fostered with the Mitchell Odyssey Foundation over the last 8 years has been paramount in the transformation of the school and our students' attitudes towards Science and academic study.  Over ten years ago studying science was not the academic choice for senior study.  Grade 12 science classes ( except biology !) would run at half capacity and very few of our graduates would  choose to pursue undergraduate studies in Science. This past June, King George bid farewell to a strong academic class on Graduation day. Record numbers plan to pursue studies in the Life Sciences, engineering and medicine.   Enrolment in our senior sciences continue to grow at a time when general trends show a decrease in enrolment (G10 curriculum revamp?)...4 students over the past 2 years moving on to Science and engineering studies at UBC earned themselves EACH,  $40 000 in scholarships.��The support of the Odyssey Foundation has been paramount in the growth of our program and success of our students.  Thank you Ross and Cheryl �
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